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Across the world the Western dominated international aid system is being challenged. The rise of right-wing populism, deglobalisation, the advance of illiberal democracy and the emergence of non-Western donors onto the international stage
are cutting right to the heart of the entrenched neoliberal aid paradigm. Foreign Aid in the Age of Populism explores the
impact of these challenges on development aid, arguing that there is a need to bring politics back into development aid;
not just the politics of economics, but power relations internally in aid organisations, in recipient nations, and between
donor and recipient. In particular, the book examines how aid agencies are using Political Economy Analysis (PEA) to
inform their decision making and to push aid projects through, whilst failing to engage meaningfully with wider politics.
The book provides an in-depth critical analysis of the Washington Consensus model of political economy analysis,
contrasting it with the emerging Beijing Consensus, and suggesting that PEA has to be recast in order to accommodate
new and emerging paradigms. A range of alternative theoretical frameworks are suggested, demonstrating how PEA
could be used to provide a deeper and richer understanding of development aid interventions, and their impact and
effectiveness. This book is perfect for students and researchers of development, global politics and international
relations, as well as also being useful for practitioners and policy makers within government, development aid
organisations, and global institutions.
This book explores the challenge posed by the immersion of 15 million Muslims in Western democracies and the few, but
volatile, terrorists present within the larger body of believers. The fact that immersion in Western culture is insufficient to
stem the tide of extremism is discussed, along with the factors that contribute to the growth of radical Islam, such as the
presence of charismatic, authoritarian leadership, educational options that downplay critical thinking, and colonialism.
Hope that radical Islam can be kept to a minimum in Western societies is provided by the Islamic concept of Ijtihad,
through which Muslims reinterpret their own religion. Just as mainstream Mormons have dispensed with polygamy and
Christians with witch-hunting, Muslims in Western societies have the potential to minimize the growth of radicalism.
Instructors considering this book for use in a course may request an examination copy here.
A major feature of the political development of Western democracies is the growth of indigenous, ethnic and national
groups striving for political self-determination. This book analyses the institutional responses individual governments
have made to these demands. Sub-State Nationalism provides a much needed categorization and genuinely comparative
analysis of the political voice gained by sub-state national groups in multinational democratic communities. The book
includes international case-studies drawn from Canada, New Zealand, Australia and the USA. It covers the empirical
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question of what voice these groups have, and how its institutions are structured, and the analytical question of how such
knowledge contributes to our theoretical understanding of the politics of group rights and representation.
A cross-national study of the effect of economic conditions on voting behavior in the United States and the Western
democracies
Raymond Aron's "In Defense of Decadent Europe" was first conceived at a time of great uncertainty for the Western
democracies. The postwar economic boom had been interrupted by "stagflation," while communist and socialist parties in
Italy and France were powerful factors in Europe's political landscape. Aron's book has a threefold purpose: the analysis
of the Soviet Russian regime and its Marxist-Leninist theoretical foundation; the detailed empirical comparison between
liberal democracies and collectivist regimes of the East; and, above all, the exploration of what might be termed the
"problem" of democracy the tendency of democratic regimes to undermine themselves unless checked in their most
extreme tendencies. Aron denounces the clash between democracy and the Marxist-Leninist mystification and explains
how Marxism leads to Soviet-style ideology. The second part of the book constitutes a defense of liberal Europe. The
author makes comparisons in terms of productivity, technical innovation, living standards, scientific progress, and human
freedom. But Aron also notes there are important ways in which the West must put her house in order by cultivating
authority in the church, in universities, in business, and even in the army. This paradox is conveyed by the title of the
book, the juxtaposition of the words "In Defense of and Decadent Europe." In the new introduction, Daniel Mahoney and
Brian Anderson discuss the disenchanted conservative liberalism of Raymond Aron that set him apart. Among the topics
they cover are: the challenge of ideocracy, the decadence of democracy, and Aron as a civic philosopher. "In Defense of
Decadent Europe" combines ideological debate with economic and social analysis. Its thorough examination of Western
freedom versus the Eastern communism of the recent past extends well beyond parochial debates into a basic vision of
Western societies. The book will be compelling for historians, political scientists, economists, and philosophers.
An “insightful and harrowing” analysis of the state of Western-style democracy by the Financial Times columnist and
author of Time to Start Thinking (The New York Times). In his widely acclaimed book Time to Start Thinking, Financial
Times columnist Edward Luce charted the course of America’s economic and geopolitical decline, proving to be a
prescient voice on the state of the nation. In The Retreat of Western Liberalism, Luce makes a larger statement about the
weakening of western hegemony and the crisis of democratic liberalism—of which Donald Trump and his European
counterparts are not the cause, but a symptom. Luce argues that we are on a menacing trajectory brought about by
ignorance of what it took to build the West, arrogance toward society’s economic losers, and complacency about our
system’s durability—attitudes that have been emerging since the fall of the Berlin Wall. Unless the West can rekindle an
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economy that produces gains for the majority of its people, its political liberties may be doomed. Combining on-theground reporting with economic analysis, Luce offers a detailed projection of the consequences of the Trump
administration and a forward-thinking analysis of what those who believe in enlightenment values must do to protect
them.
At the end of the twentieth century, many believed the story of European political development had come to an end. Modern
democracy began in Europe, but for hundreds of years it competed with various forms of dictatorship. Now, though, the entire
continent was in the democratic camp for the first time in history. But within a decade, this story had already begun to unravel.
Some of the continent's newer democracies slid back towards dictatorship, while citizens in many of its older democracies began
questioning democracy's functioning and even its legitimacy. And of course it is not merely in Europe where democracy is under
siege. Across the globe the immense optimism accompanying the post-Cold War democratic wave has been replaced by
pessimism. Many new democracies in Latin America, Africa, and Asia began "backsliding," while the Arab Spring quickly turned
into the Arab winter. The victory of Donald Trump led many to wonder if it represented a threat to the future of liberal democracy in
the United States. Indeed, it is increasingly common today for leaders, intellectuals, commentators and others to claim that rather
than democracy, some form dictatorship or illiberal democracy is the wave of the future. In Democracy and Dictatorship in Europe,
Sheri Berman traces the long history of democracy in its cradle, Europe. She explains that in fact, just about every democratic
wave in Europe initially failed, either collapsing in upon itself or succumbing to the forces of reaction. Yet even when democratic
waves failed, there were always some achievements that lasted. Even the most virulently reactionary regimes could not suppress
every element of democratic progress. Panoramic in scope, Berman takes readers through two centuries of turmoil: revolution,
fascism, civil war, and - -finally -- the emergence of liberal democratic Europe in the postwar era. A magisterial retelling of modern
European political history, Democracy and Dictatorship in Europe not explains how democracy actually develops, but how we
should interpret the current wave of illiberalism sweeping Europe and the rest of the world.
Underpinned by the work of major thinkers such as Marx, Locke, Weber, Hobbes and Foucault, the first half of the book looks at
political concepts including: the state and sovereignty; the nation; democracy; representation and legitimacy; freedom; equiality
and rights; obligation; and citizenship. There is also a specific chapter which addresses the role of ideology in the shaping of
politics and society. The second half of the book addresses traditional theoretical subjects such as socialism, Marxism and
nationalism, before moving on to more contemporary movements such as environmentalism, ecologism and feminism.
The interwar period has left a deep impression on later generations. This was an age of crises where representative democracy,
itself a relatively recent political invention, seemed unable to cope with the challenges that confronted it. Against the backdrop of
the economic crisis that began in 2008 and the rise of populist parties, a new body of scholarship - frequently invoked by the
media - has used interwar political developments to warn that even long-established Western democracies are fragile. Democratic
Stability in an Age of Crisis challenges this 'interwar analogy' based on the fact that a relatively large number of interwar
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democracies were able to survive the recurrent crises of the 1920s and 1930s. The main aim of this book is to understand the
striking resilience of these democracies, and how they differed from the many democracies that broke down in the same period.
The authors advance an explanation that emphasizes the importance of democratic legacies and the strength of the associational
landscape (i.e., organized civil society and institutionalized political parties). Moreover, they underline that these factors were
themselves associated with a set of deeper structural conditions, which on the eve of the interwar period had brought about
different political pathways. The authors' empirical strategy consists of a combination of comparative analyses of all interwar
democratic spells and illustrative case studies. The book's main takeaway point is that the interwar period shows how resilient
democracy is once it has had time to consolidate. On this basis, recent warnings about the fragility of contemporary democracies
in Western Europe and North America seem exaggerated - or, at least, that they cannot be sustained by interwar evidence.
Comparative Politics is a series for researchers, teachers, and students of political science that deals with contemporary
government and politics. Global in scope, books in the series are characterized by a stress on comparative analysis and strong
methodological rigour. The series is published in association with the European Consortium for Political Research. For more
information visit: www.ecprnet.eu The series is edited by Susan Scarrow, Chair of the Department of Political Science, University
of Houston, and Jonathan Slapin, Professor, Department of Political Science, University of Zurich.
First published in 1982, Policy Styles in Western Europe considers the growth of the modern state in the 1980s and examines the
implications of this for the making and implementation of public policy decisions. It argues that the business of government was
simply easier in the 1970s and that the growth of the modern state has meant an expansion of public policies, with the state
widening in areas of societal activity. This book looks at the similarities and differences that exist among the countries of Western
Europe. Whilst it is increasingly clear that most policy problems arise from areas of concern common to all Western democracies,
for example, unemployment, inflation and crime, this book focuses on whether or not individual countries exhibit characteristic
policy styles in response to them. In this volume, the country-studies consider the main characteristics of the individual policy
processes in relation to a simple typology of political styles. Each author considers a series of central questions: the relationship
between the government and other actors in the policy process; the degree to which policy-making has become sectorised and
segmented; and the broad approach to problem solving in terms of anticipatory or reactive styles.
Three basic developments have helped to shape our challenges: the steady growth and increased projection of Soviet military
power beyond its own borders; the overwhelming dependence of the Western democracies on oil supplies from the Middle East;
and the press of social and religious and economic and political change in the many nations of the developing world, exemplified
by the revolution in Iran.
This book assesses the quality of democracy through the study of organized interests in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) since
the collapse of communism in 1989 up to 2017. It offers a much-needed comprehensive look into formal interest representation in
CEE countries and compares this with the model in Western democracies. Drawing on democratic theory and comparative
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analysis, the authors explore the effects of a legal framework, political as well as social contexts. The volume contributes to
debates on the performance of young democracies in CEE, where scholars argue that there is a ‘democratic crisis’ and
democratic fatigue while the interest group system is often labelled as weak and, in some cases, underdeveloped. Although great
efforts have been made to deepen our understanding of interest organization and lobbying tools, the current literature fails to
provide a comprehensive answer on the influence of unsupportive environments on population ecology. The case of CEE
countries shows significant effects of political and social contexts on interest representation, stimulating a debate about the quality
of democratic institutions following the collapse of communism.

It is only in the last 250 years that ordinary people (in some parts of the world) have become citizens rather than subjects.
This change happened in a very short period, between 1780 and 1820, a result of the foundations of democracy laid in
the age of revolutions. A century later local governments embraced this shift due to rapid industrialization, urbanization,
and population growth. During the twentieth century, all democratic governments began to perform a range of tasks,
functions, and services that had no historical precedent. In the thirty years following the Second World War, Western
democracies created welfare states that, for the first time in history, significantly reduced the gap between the wealthy
and everyone else. Many of the reforms of that postwar period have been since rolled back because of the belief that
government should be more like a business. Jos C.N. Raadschelders provides the information that all citizens should
have about their connections to government, why there is a government, what it does, how it does it, and why we can no
longer do without it. The Three Ages of Government rises above stereotypical thinking to show the centrality of
government in human life.
This study involved an analysis of how the character of a state inadvertently defines the trajectory of financial
development of the state and its resultant impact/causality on economic growth. The guiding theme here is that the
finance growth theory (Schumpeter 1911, Goldsmith 1969) has its fundamental root in the demographics of western
economies with proven functional and stable political and social institutions. The direct applicability of this theory to the
explanation of financial and macroeconomic phenomena in developing economies with a unique set of distinct characters
may prove erroneous. To analyse this assertion, a developing economy (Nigeria) which had experienced decades of
autocratic military governance was studied using a mixed method research design to gather and analyse data. Under this
approach, triangulation of three data sources was achieved to augment for the problem of reliability of data sources. A
historical case review was conducted using secondary data. This was followed by an econometric analysis to determine
the direction of causality of financial development on economic growth applying the vector co-integration analysis and the
Granger Causality test using time series data relating to Real GDP Per Capita, Size, Activity and Efficiency of Financial
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Intermediaries and the Stock Market in Nigeria and dummy variables to represent socio-political characters identified
from the historical analysis. Finally, primary data was generated by questionnaire and group interview as a means of
validating the findings from the historical case review and the econometric analysis as well as completing the
triangulation of data sources. The historical review revealed three major characters represented by ethnicity in which
prebendalism was strongly inherent, social unrest culminating in a three year long civil war and persistence of autocratic
military governance and civilian democracies tutored by military dictators while the econometric analysis revealed the
presence of macroeconomic structures identifying at least one co-integrating vector but the causality test showed no
indication of causality between financial development and economic growth irrespective of steadily rising annual figures
for Real GDP Per Capita and indicators of positive financial development. It was concluded that the character of a state
in developing economies whose characters form a unique parabola of activities that are not prevalent in western
democracies where this theory finds its origin is an endogenous variable in determining the impact of financial
development on economic growth.
This reissued work, originally published in 1985, is a uniquely broad and original survey of theories and beliefs about the
growth, behaviour, performance and reform of the governments of modern Western democracies. After analysing the
external pressures which have shaped modern governments, the author examines four different schools of political
thought which seek to explain the behaviour and performance of governments, and which offer different remedies for the
pluralism, corporatism and bureaucracy. To examine and test these general theories, the author looks closely at how
governments actually work. The book is illustrated with examples drawn from various Western societies. The final
chapters present the author’s own conclusion about the future role of government, the limits of market philosophy, the
future of politics, and the principles and problems of institutional reform.
A perplexing feature of many modern Western democracies is that despite sustained economic growth, people are
becoming cynical and jaundiced about the performance of their governments. As national elections approach in both
Australia and the UK, there is palpable unease in the electorate. In Australia, despite overseeing an unprecedented
period of economic prosperity over the last decade, by its own reckoning the federal government faces the real possibility
of defeat in the upcoming poll. In the UK, prolonged growth seems to have served only to heighten concerns about social
issues. This discontent brings into focus the question of whether our governments are effective in serving the interests of
those who elect them. More specifically, the suitability of the current policymaking paradigm, centred on economic
analysis, is brought into question. The potential social effects of policies generally are admitted only insofar as the ruling
economic assessment framework is able to accommodate them. And it is only recently that policymakers have
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recognised the vulnerability of the environment and sought the tools necessary to address that crucial sphere of life in
their assessments.
[TofC Cont.] Nationalism triumphs in Europe; Growth of Western democracies (1815-1914); The new imperialism
(1800-1914); New global patterns (1800-1914) -- World Wars and revolutions: World War I and its aftermath (1914-1919);
Revolution in Russia (1917-1939); Nationalism and revolution around the world (1914-1939); Crisis of democracy in the
West (1919-1939); World War II and its aftermath (1931-1949) -- World today: World since 1945, an overview
(1945-present); Europe and North America (1945-present); East Asia and Southeast Asia (1945-present); South Asia
and the Middle East (1945-present); Africa (1945-present); Latin America (1945-present) -- References section:
Glossary.
"One of the most important books on political regimes written in a generation."-Steven Levitsky, New York Timesbestselling author of How Democracies DieA new understanding of how and why early democracy took hold, how
modern democracy evolved, and what this teaches us about the futureHistorical accounts of democracy's rise tend to
focus on a
Is democracy still the best political regime for countries to adapt to economic and technological pressures and increase their level
of prosperity? While the West seems to have stagnated in an environment of political mistrust, increasing inequality and low
growth, the rise of the East has shown that it may not be liberal democracy that is best at accommodating the social mutations that
technologies have triggered. The cases of China and Italy form the research focus as two extremes in growth performance. China
is the star of globalisation in the East, while Italy is the laggard of globalisation in the West and a laboratory of creeping political
meltdown now shared by other major Western economies. But is this forever? Introducing the ‘innovation paradox’ as the main
challenge to the West and the notion of ‘knowledge democracy’ as key to sustainable growth, this book presents a new side to
the debate on the Fourth Industrial Revolution (or fifth as the authors argue). It is a vital reading for all those questioning what kind
of democracy positively impacts innovation as the force whose speed and direction transforms societies and economies.
The idea of sovereignty and the debates that surround it are not merely of historical, academic, or legal interest: they are also
potent, vibrant issues and as current and relevant as today's front page news in the United States and in other Western
democracies. In the post- 9/11 United States, the growth of the national security state has resulted in a growing struggle to
maintain the legal and ethical boundaries surrounding executive authority, boundaries that help to define and protect democratic
governance. These post-9/11 developments and their effect on the scope of presidential power present hard questions and are
fueling today's intense debates among political leaders, citizens, constitutional scholars, historians, and philosophers. This volume
will contribute to the public conversation on the nature of executive authority and its relation to the broader topic of sovereignty in
several ways. First, readers will learn that the current vital questions surrounding the nature of executive authority and presidential
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power have their intellectual roots in historical and philosophical writings about the nature of sovereignty. Second, sovereignty has
historically been a complicated topic; this volume helps identify the terms of the debate. Third, and most critically, citizens'
understanding of the concept of sovereignty is essential to grasping the available options for confronting current challenges to the
rule of law in democratic societies. The volume's 15 essays, drawn from among the disciplines of law, political, science,
philosophy, and international relations, covers an expansive series of topics, from historical theories and international affairs, to
governmental transparency and legitimacy. The volume also focuses on the changes in the concept of sovereignty post-9/11 in the
United States and their impact on democracy and the rule of law, particularly in the area of national security practice.
Environmental organisations are a well-established part of the political landscape in many Western countries, providing important
contributions to both public dialogue on, and potential policy responses to, the question of how to achieve more environmentally
sustainable societies. While the issue of population growth formed a key priority for the environmental movement during its surge
in the 1960s and 1970s, the topic of population has since become highly contentious and has received far less attention from
environmental groups. This thesis attempts to account for this divergence by using both qualitative and quantitative research
methods. First, existing survey data are used to explore socio-demographic variables in attitudes to immigration in Western
countries. Second, documents produced by a sample of environmental groups from Australia, the United States, and Canada are
used to analyse discourse on domestic and global population increase. It is concluded that discourse is shaped by the changing
dynamics of population increase in the West (with net overseas migration having become the primary driver of growth) and by the
tension between several influential environmental paradigms. In particular, social ecology has achieved significant influence on
environmental discourse and challenged the beliefs and priorities of traditional conservationist environmentalism. This discourse
has proven popular within the environmental movement as it is congruent with the identity of a 'new class' social-cultural status
group that is disproportionately represented among environmental group member and leaders.
This book, with theoretical and practical analyses of comparative political systems of Eastern countries (Asia and Africa), their
political process and political cultures, describes and analyses the influence of political culture on political process in the Eastern
world. It gives readers an opportunity to make a comparative appraisal of maturity of civil society in these countries as well as their
specifics in political interactions and internal political competition seen through the eyes of a group of distinguished Russian
researchers. The book concentrates also on specifics of political-economic and political modernization in the East, and assesses
the prospects of an emergence of a Western as well as a non-Western democracy in the framework of Eastern political
transformations. It also explains why the one-dimensional spread of democracy — completely negating or neglecting regional
political-cultural specifics — may lead to war among civilizations instead of the formation of a more just and fair system of
democratic governance.
This edited volume offers new insights into the populist wave that is affecting democratic politics in a large number of countries.
The authoritarian populist turn that has developed in the US and various European countries in recent years both reflects and
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exacerbates the polarization of public opinion that increasingly characterizes democratic politics. The book seeks to explain how
and why authoritarian populist opinion has developed and been mobilised in democratic countries. It also explores the implications
of this growth in authoritarian, anti-immigrant sentiment for the operation of democratic politics in the future. It concludes that
liberals may need to abandon their big-hearted internationalist instinct for open and unmanaged national borders and tacit
indifference to illegal immigration. They should instead fashion a distinctively liberal position on immigration based on the socially
progressive traditions of planning, public services, community cohesion and worker protection against exploitation. To do
otherwise would be to provide the forces of illiberal authoritarianism with an opportunity to advance unparalleled since the 1930s
and to destroy the extraordinary post-war achievements of the liberal democratic order.
Western democracies have retained political legitimacy since 1945 by a continuous process of adaptation to changing sociopolitical circumstances. Most states have changed their institutional arrangements, and reorganized their systems of local
government to some degree. This book explains local government change within the wider context of institutional change. It links
theories of legitimacy and institutional change to the extensive empirical and historical literature on local government
reorganization. It also differentiates between institutional change and reform. Structural or historical variables are shown to play a
major role in explaining why and how both reform and change take place. In particular, the rise and decline of the welfare state and the political and policy changes associated with this - is one of the most important points of departure in the analysis. The
ideas shared by the policy community explain the roles played by actors involved in shaping local government change and reform.
This provides the link between the macro (structural) dimension and empirical observation.

Introduces a perspective in comparative policy analysis - that the policy experience of particular groups of nations is
shaped by ties of history, culture and institutional experience. Examples include poor economic performance in the
English-speaking world and welfare leadership in Scandinavia.
Political parties are one of the core institutions of democracy. But in democracies around the world—rich and poor,
Western and non-Western—there is growing evidence of low or declining public confidence in parties. In membership,
organization, and popular involvement and commitment, political parties are not what they used to be. But are they in
decline, or are they simply changing their forms and functions? In contrast to authors of most previous works on political
parties, which tend to focus exclusively on long-established Western democracies, the contributors to this volume cover
many regions of the world. Theoretically, they consider the essential functions that political parties perform in democracy
and the different types of parties. Historically, they trace the emergence of parties in Western democracies and the
transformation of party cleavage in recent decades. Empirically, they analyze the changing character of parties and party
systems in postcommunist Europe, Latin America, and five individual countries that have witnessed significant change:
Italy, Japan, Taiwan, India, and Turkey. As the authors show, political parties are now only one of many vehicles for the
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representation of interests, but they remain essential for recruiting leaders, structuring electoral choice, and organizing
government. To the extent that parties are weak and discredited, the health of democracy will be seriously impaired.
Contributors: Larry Diamond and Richard Gunther • Hans Daalder • Philippe Schmitter • Seymour Martin Lipset •
Giovanni Sartori • Bradley Richardson • Herbert Kitschelt • Michael Coppedge • Ergun Ozbudun • Yun-han Chu •
Leonardo Morlino • Ashutosh Varshney and E. Sridharan • Stefano Bartolini and Peter Mair.
Richardson and Henning have collected contributions that explore the measures taken by the UK, USA, France, West
Germany, Sweden, Denmark and Ireland to solve the problem of unemployment. Common approaches as well as
divergent approaches are examined in the light of international similarities and differences. The problem of
unemployment is examined from a political perspective (how elections can be won or lost over the unemployment
question), from an economic perspective (how governments weigh unemployment against other economic objectives),
and from a social perspective (the effect unemployment has on ordinary people). The result is a most thorough
exploration of unemployment and the relative effectiveness of different governments' policy
From the author of Day of Reckoning, the acclaimed critique of Ronald Reagan’s economic policy (“Every citizen should
read it,” said The New York Times): a persuasive, wide-ranging argument that economic growth provides far more than
material benefits. In clear-cut prose, Benjamin M. Friedman examines the political and social histories of the large
Western democracies–particularly of the United States since the Civil War–to demonstrate the fact that incomes on the
rise lead to more open and democratic societies. He explains that growth, rather than simply a high standard of living, is
key to effecting political and social liberalization in the third world, and shows that even the wealthiest of nations puts its
democratic values at risk when income levels stand still. Merely being rich is no protection against a turn toward rigidity
and intolerance when a country’s citizens lose the sense that they are getting ahead. With concrete policy suggestions
for pursuing growth at home and promoting worldwide economic expansion, this volume is a major contribution to the
ongoing debate about the effects of economic growth and globalization.
Strategic Intelligence Management introduces both academic researchers and law enforcement professionals to
contemporary issues of national security and information management and analysis. This contributed volume draws on
state-of-the-art expertise from academics and law enforcement practitioners across the globe. The chapter authors
provide background, analysis, and insight on specific topics and case studies. Strategic Intelligent Management explores
the technological and social aspects of managing information for contemporary national security imperatives. Academic
researchers and graduate students in computer science, information studies, social science, law, terrorism studies, and
politics, as well as professionals in the police, law enforcement, security agencies, and government policy organizations
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will welcome this authoritative and wide-ranging discussion of emerging threats. Hot topics like cyber terrorism, Big Data,
and Somali pirates, addressed in terms the layperson can understand, with solid research grounding Fills a gap in
existing literature on intelligence, technology, and national security
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